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As Summer turns to Autumn and the coronavirus is still a problem affecting normal life we do not have the usual
reports of meetings and activities but we have been keeping in contact with members and professionals by phone
call, email and text messages. Our small committee has been meeting virtually on Zoom every month which saves
travelling to Oxford. It seems to be working pretty well to keep the branch running and it looks as if this will continue
for the foreseeable future. The branch has also been able to respond to requests from professionals and families to make
grants available to local people affected by MND who are in need.
We had our first Family and Friends meeting on Zoom when Rachael Marsden joined us to give us news from the Oxford
MND Care and Research Centre. She has written a report for those were not present online in this newsletter.
You will also read about plans regarding what is usually a big fundraising event and social highlight of the branch’s year our Walk to d’feet. It would be greatly appreciated if you could support it in one of the three ways offered and share them
with others. If you have participated before at Blenheim Palace Park you will know what a popular event it is with friends
and families too. We welcome new participants and also those who want to support the branch with donation on the walk
page especially in these difficult times for fundraising.
Finally many thanks to those who contributed to this newsletter. It is always good to hear from our members. The next
edition is scheduled for the new year in January -whatever that may bring. Meanwhile take care and keep safe.
Lesley Ogden

Covid Summer
I wonder if anyone else has noticed how lockdown has
affected places to stay. I don’t mean during the
complete lockdown, but in the longer term. Wheelchair
accessible get-away accommodation is quite rare and
precious at the best of times.
One of our favourite holiday cottages in Somerset is no
longer operating. We were fortunate in August to get five
days away in another one - but this is their last season. I
think we were their penultimate booking. To be fair, the
owners told us they had been intending to stop anyway
after 18 years of offering their two cottages, but I wonder if
the pandemic hadn’t sealed their decision. And then there’s
the very reasonable hotel with two great accessible rooms
which we’ve used when visiting my mother-in-law in
Sidmouth. It’s stopped trading. How many more I wonder
will go the same way?
Like meeting other people, a change of scene is very therapeutic if you can get it. Here’s hoping more, not fewer,
become available.
Michael Wenham
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Walk to d’feet MND 2020 – Oxfordshire

Jill Garner has been working hard to set up arrangements for the 2020 Branch
walk in October.
It is with great regret that we have made the decision to cancel this year’s Walk to d’feet at Blenheim Palace on
Saturday 3rd October. This is due to the concerns regarding the COVID-19 pandemic and uncertainty about the near
future. The walk is one of the main sources of funding for the Oxfordshire Branch and a chance to raise awareness of
MND, as well as being an annual get-together that many of us look forward to, showing solidarity with the fight against
this disease.
So, in the spirit of all things socially distanced, we hope many of you will still be able to walk, get together on a smaller
scale and raise awareness and funding with a virtual Walk to d’feet! Undertake a Social Bubble or Social Distanced walk
with friends and family within your own local area and let us know all about it. Take a few pictures and send a note and
we will try to include as many as possible in the next newsletter. It would be great if you could do any of the following as
part of your virtual Walk to d’feet to help secure the vital funds we need to continue supporting local people affected
by MND:
•

•
•

If you would like to support the Oxfordshire Branch of the MND Association with a donation as in previous years,
Jill Garner has set up a Walk to d’feet 2020 JustGiving page. Please donate to her team. https://www.justgiving.com/
team/OxfordMNDAWalk2DFeet20. Any donations are gratefully received; and you can leave us a note about your
virtual walk. You will not receive a T-shirt or medal from this page, but your money will go directly into the
Oxfordshire Branch funds.
You can set up your own JustGiving team page to link to the Oxfordshire Branch Walk to d’feet 2020 JustGiving
page https://www.justgiving.com/team/OxfordMNDAWalk2DFeet20. If you do this, please ensure you mention on
your own page that the funds are going to the Oxfordshire branch of the MND Association.
If you would like to receive a T-shirt and a medal for your Walk to d’feet then you can register on the Big Steps of
Hope web page https://bigstepsofhope.com/virtual-walk where for £15 (For a limited time only, use promo code
BSOH2020 to save £3 on each Virtual Walk entry!) an exclusive Walk to d’feet T-Shirt and Big Steps of Hope medal
will be posted out to you. Note this money will go to the central fund of the MND Association.

This is the 10th year of the Oxfordshire branch Walk to d’feet so we hope that you can still commemorate this occasion with us in some form, and we may be able to host a virtual online gathering one day to try and keep the wonderful
MND community spirit and support going. Our Walk to d’feet also conveniently falls in the time period of another major
national MND Association initiative, ‘Mission 5000’ (also detailed in this Newsletter), so please encourage your friends,
neighbours, communities and colleagues to join in and raise vital funds and awareness to help all those affected by MND.
We really hope you stay safe this year in amongst all this madness, and we look forward to seeing you all again in person
next year.
Please contact Jill for further information jillgarner@outlook.com mobile:07749 499759

We never lose hope. We strive to find a cure for MND, and to support everyone affected by this devastating disease
facebook.com/OxfordshireBranchMNDAssociation
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Living with PLS
Whoops a daisy! I’d tripped over when I was
coming out of the bank. I managed to hop on one foot,
as my right shoe went flying down the path. A
handsome young man retrieved it and put it on me. “It
fits!” I said, feeling like Cinderella.
Seriously, this was happening too often. I’d hidden the
problem for too long, so I booked an appointment with
my GP, only to be told that it was my age, and that I was a
woman! I was flabbergasted. I was 45 yrs old! Eventually
he sent me to an Orthopaedic Surgeon who pumped drugs
in my hip joints, to no avail.
We were going to the Sheldonian for a music concert with a
friend, Philip, who happened to be a Consultant
Neuro- radiologist. My husband said that we should jump
(!) out of the car and he’d park it. Philip said, as I hobbled
off the kerb, “Quick, Sue, we’ll run in front of this car.”
“Run,” I said, “I can hardly walk.” I don’t remember the
music, because our doctor friend interrogated me about my
symptoms! “Can I intervene?” he said, “I think you’ve got
a neurological problem.” By this time I was hobbling, not
walking. Cold air made my muscles seize up and I had to
stand like a statue until they relaxed. Any kind of stress had the same effect. I saw a delightful neurologist who tried me
on several drugs, but I continued to get worse. I endured panic attacks, and even panic attacks just thinking about them.
I’ve lost count of how many times I was MRI scanned. I felt as though I was in a medical maze. I tried all kinds of
alternative treatments - acupuncture, spiritual healing, Reiki, massage, chiropractic treatment, etc. Then, worst of all, my
voice started to slur. “Granny Sue, why do you talk funny?” Asked my three year old grandson.
Eventually, Primary Lateral Sclerosis (PLS) was diagnosed.
I didn’t want to worry my children as they were at crucial stages in their education. Once I had it confirmed that it wasn’t
hereditary, I decided that I had to accept it, and try to lead a normal life.
I’m 75 now and, whilst my symptoms have got worse, it’s difficult to know what is PLS, and what is a result of the ageing
process. My husband’s hearing is getting worse, and my speech is almost unintelligible. If I ask for something, I wait with
baited breath to see what he brings me! I’ve had some spectacular falls, and my table manners aren’t what they used to
be. Prince Charming isn’t always there now to retrieve my shoes, but my sense of humour remains intact.
I’m eternally grateful to my husband, my five children, their spouses, my nine grandchildren, and my circle of friends, for
their love and support. I’m indebted to the wonderful Neurosciences team at Oxford’s John Radcliffe hospital, and to my
indispensable carer,I’ve never been so clean.
Without this disease, I would never have known how kind, thoughtful and supportive people are. I’m a very lucky old
lady!
Susan Brayton

Please let us know about any fundraising or awareness campaign and
we will include your story or event in the next newsletter.
Information and photographs supplied to the branch secretary
Lesley Ogden at: lao.ogden@googlemail.com
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Shielding but keeping busy
Ever creative and resourceful, Moira McIver has been adding to her craft projects during this extended time at
home. Some of you will remember her bringing her finely worked cross-stitch samples to display at a sharing
interests event we held.
She also promised some decorated Easter gift bags to sell at the AGM which was sadly cancelled this year and has now
turned her hand to paper butterflies and using a sewing machine. Her latest venture has been in using polymer clay.
Another of her interests is researching family history which she has pursued on her holidays. Moira says “I enjoy
doing my craft projects enormously because I am producing something that is decorative, sometimes useful and
ultimately unique”

It’s an official world record
On 29th July it was announced that Cat and Raz (Rachael
Marsden) were the fastest people ever to cycle round the
world on a tandem. Their achievement will be included in
the annual Guinness Book of Records. With thanks to their
supporters, they have broken their own fundraising record
and an astonishing £40,526 is now to be shared between the
MND Association and Oxfam. As they posted on their
Tandem WoW facebook page ….
Amazing, amazing, amazing!
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Family and Friends
Rachael Marsden and Clemmie Francklin joined us for the first virtual Family and Friends meeting on Zoom and
shared the latest news from the Oxford Care and Research team.
Thank you for inviting me to talk to you over Zoom, it was so good to catch up with so many of you. This is a recap
about the things I mentioned.

TiM
•

•

•

The University of Sheffield and Sheffield Teaching Hospitals has been developing a system to enable remote
monitoring and increased communication between people with MND (PwMND), their carers, and healthcare
professionals. The project, funded by MND Scotland, is enabling the creation of a telehealth in MND (TiM 2)
system, which asks PwMND and their carers to answer weekly or fortnightly questionnaires about their health and
disability. The answers can be instantly reviewed remotely by healthcare professionals who can take actions which
can be anything from providing simple reassuring messages, targeted information or new treatment plans involving
medication and daily self-management techniques. TiM will provide the Oxford MND centre the facility to rapidly
communicate with all registered patients at once with general information (e.g. information about shielding for your
patients) or more targeted information (e.g. advice about NIV to those using NIV). We will be able to modified the
system, allowing us to change the frequency, number, or type of questionnaires and the information provided;
enabling TiM 2 to fit into current existing services.
Research conducted on the first iteration of the system (TiM 1) found that it was easy to use even by those with
significant disabilities and took approximately only five minutes per week to complete the questionnaires. 85% of the
participants recommended the system, increasing to 95% stating that they would use TiM 1 if they couldn’t travel to
clinic. Lastly, clinicians found it accurate and easy to use, resulting in the ability to make clinical decisions based on
the data PwMND and their carers provided.
The Oxford MND care centre is currently seeking funding to enable us to start this project towards the end of
the year.

We will be shortly starting 2 clinical trials
HighCALS Phase 2a
•
•
•
•

A qualitative study to develop, refine and assess the acceptability of a complex intervention to increase nutritional
intake in people with ALS
An NIHR study run by Sheffield
Phase 2a aims to get feedback on the materials they have developed that will form part of the nutritional support
package, and involves interviews with patients, carers, and healthcare professionals to get their views
Phase 2a will possibly be starting in Oxford in the autumn

Masitinib Trial
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A Randomised Controlled Trial (phase 3) to compare the efficacy and safety of masitinib in combination with
Riluzole (versus placebo in combination with Riluzole) in the treatment of ALS
A commercial trial, run by AB Science
We have agreed to take part, and study set-up should take 3-4 months, although AB Science are currently running
behind schedule with the trial in general
Involves oral drugs taken daily, clinical assessments, QoL questionnaire, CSF and blood samples
Each patient will be treated for 48 weeks, with a possible double-blind treatment extension
Several clinic visits during the treatment phase – weekly up to week 8, thereafter every 4 weeks
The screening criteria are very strict for this one, so it may prove difficult to recruit to

Contd.
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There are 2 other studies in the pipeline ADORE and Opticals, which are in the very early stages. More information will
be available soon.

MND clinic team
•
•
•
•
•

Dr Alex Thompson has now joined the team as the third Neurology Consultant. He will be in clinic on Mondays with
Prof Talbot & Prof Turner. There will always be two clinic lists and they will rotate the clinics between them.
Emma Harper is our new Research coordinator.
Clemmie Francklin is our new band 6 Specialist Nurse.
Rachael Marsden is now the MND Nurse Consultant
Jenny Rolfe is our busy specialist OT.

Best wishes from Rachael

Clemmie
Hi! My name is Clemmie and I am the new clinical nurse specialist on the
MND team in Oxford. It is exciting to join the dynamic team here at the JR
who are all dedicated to the delivery of quality care for patients with MND.
I am really looking forward to meeting patients and their families, and hope
to be able to provide the specialist care and support they need.
After 6 years nursing and living in London I can’t wait to explore the
beautiful city of Oxford and surrounding countryside.
My personal passions include yoga (which I teach) and swimming
(preferably in the sea!). Earlier this summer my sister and I braved the temperatures in the north sea in Norfolk.
Clemmie is thinking of setting up some meditation and relaxation sessions on Zoom for Oxfordshire people living with
MND on a Friday afternoon and would like to know if this would be of interest.

NDCN and Susan Blackett Art Sale
We are very honoured that the Oxfordshire Branch of the MND Association have been chosen as the charity of the year
by the Nuffield Department of Clinical Neurosciences (NDCN) which is headed up by Professor Kevin Talbot, who many
of you may know.
Dr Elizabeth Gray who is one of the researchers at the NDCN and their Charity Officer is liaising with the MND
Association about an Art sale of paintings kindly donated by Mrs Susan Blackett, a renowned wildlife artist. Susan’s
daughter Flora, herself an accomplished artist is also working with us on the project and will give a small verbal
description of each piece of artwork together with an account of how MND has affected her mother and the whole family
surrounding her.
This art sale was due to take place live at the John Radcliffe Hospital but unfortunately due to the Covid-19 pandemic this
cannot take place so the plan is to give a brief introduction about MND and the NDCN then show some High resolution
pictures of Susan’s artwork with a description about each piece and some family personal stories then finishing with a
small piece of information about the research that Dr Elizabeth Gray is doing on biomarkers for MND.
When the video is produced, we will promote it throughout all the contacts we in the MND Association, Branches,
Groups and individuals who may be interested in art. We will then sell the paintings either by auction if there is enough
interest or online via an internet art sale.
We do hope you enjoy viewing the art when the video is available and maybe would like to purchase a piece for yourself.
Take care, Russell Spivey – Regional Fundraiser for London and Thames Valley and current Oxfordshire MND
Association branch chair.

We never lose hope. We strive to find a cure for MND, and to support everyone affected by this devastating disease
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Raising funds by Russell Spivey, MND Association
Regional Fundraiser
Mission 5000
As you are aware the coronavirus pandemic has resulted
in many community fundraising events and mass sporting
challenges being cancelled or postponed. We wanted to
create an event to ensure existing fundraisers could still put
their training to good use and continue their
fundraising, whilst also allowing us to recruit new
fundraisers to support the fight against MND at this
difficult time. As a result, we have developed a mass
virtual challenge; Mission 5000.

Mission 5000 – the message
5,000 people with motor neurone disease. 5,000 miles to complete. A community uniting to cover the distance. How far
will you go?
We expect to lose over £2 million this year due to the cancellation of community and sporting events as a result of the
COVID-19 pandemic. But our fight against MND cannot be delayed. People affected by the disease need our support
now, they need their voices heard today. People facing MND in the future need our vital research to continue. That’s why
we’re on a mission, and we need you to join us. Together we want to cover 5,000 miles, that’s a mile for every person
living with MND in the UK today. Take part and run, walk, swim, cycle or even scoot however far you can. Every penny
you raise will bring us closer to achieving our ultimate mission, a world free from MND.

Mission 5000 – more info
Challenge runs from Sunday 13 September to Sunday 18 October. Participants can cover their pledged miles on one day,
week or over the whole 5-week period.
Register by visiting www.mndassociation.org/mission5000
Participants who raise over £100 will receive a limited-edition Mission 5000 medal. Participants can cover miles
using any discipline they choose, alone or as part of a team. This isn’t just a running challenge and we’d love to see
whole families taking part together.
As your Regional Fundraiser for London and Thames Valley and current branch chair I urge you to get involved with this
challenge in anyway you can. I have pledged to cover 250 miles in the 5 weeks and 20 of those miles will see me attempt
to Kayak from Cutteslowe up the River Cherwell to join the Oxford Canal at Thrupp, then down the Canal to the Thames
at Christchurch Meadows and then back up the Cherwell to finish the round trip. The rest of the miles will be covered by
cycling and running through each branch area that I support in Oxfordshire, Berkshire, London and Buckinghamshire.
With the funds raised being split equally between the 10 branches and groups I am fortunate to work with in those areas.
I’m on a Mission … come join me!
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